Plasmonics
Nanotechnology has seen an exponential growth over the past two decades, largely due to the development of new materials as well as more advanced fabrication and characterization techniques. [1] [2] [3] Nanometric structures have been studied significantly over this time period due to the many unique phenomena that occur at this size scale (e.g., superparamagnetism, quantum confinement, plasmonics). [4] [5] [6] In particular, the unique interaction of light with metallic and semiconductor nanoparticles is a phenomenon that has been known for centuries; however, only recently has the name plasmonics been coined to categorize this rapidly growing field. [7] [8] [9] The field of plasmonics represents the study of the interaction between light and conduction electrons of a metal. 6 These interactions in certain conditions lead to a collective excitation of conductive band electrons, 6 a surface plasmon (SP). This phenomenon involves photons and electrons coupling to form a hybrid between a light wave and an exited electronic level, producing an enhanced optical near-field at metallic interfaces (known as SPs) or within metallic nanostructures (known as localized surface plasmons; LSPs). 6, 10 The energy of the SP resonance depends on the competing forces involved in the phenomenon, the excitation, and the nucleus-electron interaction. Variation of the shape, material composition, and number of structures can each greatly affect the resonance energy of this phenomenon. [11] [12] [13] [14] While coinage metals (i.e., silver, gold, copper) represent the most commonly employed plasmonic materials, due to the relationship between conductivity (i.e., electron losses) and SP magnitude, many other common and exotic materials have also been investigated over the past several decades. 13, 15, 16 The frequency of the SP depends on the conductive electron density of the material 6 causing analogous structures to exhibit SP at different wavelengths for different materials. 13, 16 Figure 1 shows the SP-tuning ranges of several of the more common plasmonic materials studied to date. 15, 16 As can be seen, gold and silver, while often exhibiting intense plasmons, are limited to the visible and near-infrared (NIR) region of the electromagnetic spectrum, whereas poor metals, such as aluminum, can sustain SPs in an extended region of the spectrum, but often with significantly reduced magnitudes. 15, 16 In the case of gold, one of the longer wavelength materials, interband transitions dissipate the SP at wavelengths lower than 550 nm, 15, 16 limiting its usefulness primarily to the red and NIR regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.
In addition to material composition, the shape and size of the material also play a large role in determining the optimal energy for exciting an SP. 11, 12, 17, 18 Demonstration of this has been shown by investigating different size nanospheres as well as nonspherical particles (e.g., nanorods). An example of this shape dependence is shown in Fig. 2 (a), which shows the optimal excitation wavelength dependence for longitudinal localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) of gold nanorods as a function of their relative lengths (as quantified by their aspect ratios, since their widths remain constant). 12, 17 As can be seen from this plot, the SP wavelength of the longitudinal mode increases with increasing length. The experimental data (diamonds) are in good agreement with the theoretical values (solid line) derived from the Mie theory modified for spheroids. 17, 21 A similar trend can also be seen in Fig. 2(b) , where the SP absorption maximum of silver islands is plotted as a function of their size. 20 The silver island case is more complicated with respect to a single rod, but it reinforces the importance of the nanostructure size. As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, both shape and material play key roles in the plasmonic characteristics of a nanostructure.
Understanding and controlling the plasmonic characteristics of various nanostructured materials has resulted in significant advances in many areas, from sensing to light harvesting. In this review, we discuss the recent advances in the design of unique nanostructures aimed at generating more efficient plasmonic sensing platforms. This review will focus on significant recent advances in spectroscopic sensing techniques enabled by plasmonics. In particular, advances in plasmonic nanostructures for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), surface plasmon resonance (SPR), and metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF)-based sensing over the past decade will be covered.
2 Surface-Enhanced Raman Sensing SERS was first observed in 1974, but its description as a unique plasmonic phenomenon was only made in 1977. [22] [23] [24] [25] In the initial observations, molecules adsorbed on nanoscale roughened silver electrodes exhibited significantly enhanced Raman scattering compared to free molecules. 22 In the following years, the strong link between SERS and the nanostructure of the substrate, as well as its plasmonic characteristics, was theorized and described in detail. [26] [27] [28] [29] The enhancement mechanism of SERS has been historically divided into two processes, [30] [31] [32] a chemical (CHEM) enhancement and an electromagnetic (EM) enhancement. The CHEM enhancement is sample dependent and is commonly ascribed to the differences in the state of the molecule when in contact or in close proximity to a metallic surface. 33 These locations can generate variations in the Raman cross section as well as a shift for resonance Raman phenomena. 33 The CHEM enhancement process contributes to the total SERS enhancement by a factor of no more than 100-1000 typically. 34, 35 The largest portion of the overall SERS enhancement is typically due to the EM enhancement that can amplify the Raman signal as much as 10 6 − 10 11 fold. 34 The EM enhancement is strongly connected to the plasmonic characteristics, and the structure of the substrate used will be the principal focus of this part of the review. The mechanism for the EM enhancement is based on the plasmonic nanostructure working as an antenna and amplifying the incoming and scattered radiation. Figure 3 shows a schematic representation depicting this enhancement process. The incoming radiation excites an SP on the nanoparticle/nanostructure, which generates an oscillating field of the same frequency but of increased intensity. 6, 36 This effect exists in close proximity to the metallic surface and decays rapidly with distance. 37 Since the Raman scatter is proportional to the intensity of the field the analyte molecule experiences, there is a need in SERS for close contact between the analyte and the nanoparticle surface. In addition to the incident (i.e., excitation) light, the scattered light can also couple with the nanoparticle, further amplifying the resulting scattered radiation. 30 This second interaction suggests that the optimum SERS substrates would have an SP absorption that overlaps both the observed Raman band and the excitation wavelength. 31, 38 For example, for SERS substrates intended to enhance the fingerprint region of a Raman spectrum and employing a 633-nm laser as the excitation source, an SP absorption band in the 644 to 679 nm range would be ideal.
In addition to simply determining the optimal SP excitation wavelength, the use of different metals and nanostructures for SERS substrates can also influence many other critical sensing parameters, including the metal surface accessibility for direct contact with an analyte, the surface area for analyte interaction, as well as the localized focusing of the electric field. All of these interrelated phenomena must be considered for the particular sensing application desired. For instance, gold is considered as a superior material for many applications due to its inertness, whereas silver, copper, or aluminum SERS nanostructures can present a challenge due to their rapid oxidation in ambient conditions. Alternatively, the EM enhancement obtainable for each metal is different due to interband transitions and other loss sources. 16, 39 This can be seen in Fig. 4 , which shows that comparable plasmon-optimized SERS substrates prepared with either gold, silver, or aluminum result in over two orders of magnitude greater SERS enhancement for the silver-based substrates (following visible excitation) than the next best Fig. 1 Schematic diagram depicting the surface plasmon tuning ranges of common plasmonic metals. 15, 16 Fig. 2 (a) Experimental (diamonds) and theoretical predictions (solid line) of the maximum localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) wavelengths for gold nanorods of varying aspect ratio (calculated as longitudinal radius over transverse radius). 12, 17, 19 (b) Experimental wavelength of LSPR maxima for silver island films of different sizes. material (i.e., gold), and better still when compared to noncoinage metals.
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Traditional SERS Nanostructures
Although a large number of different types of nanostructured SERS substrates exist, with their numbers continuing to expand, they can typically be classified as belonging to (or evolving from) two different categories: (i) individual or randomly oriented aggregates of nanoparticles or (ii) ordered arrays of nanoparticles.
Individual/randomly orientated nanoparticles
Individual nanoparticles and random aggregates of nanoparticles (e.g., colloids) have long been used to perform SERS sensing due to their small size and their large enhancement potential. Individual spherical metallic nanoparticles (e.g., individual colloidal particles) have been demonstrated (both theoretically and experimentally) to be capable of providing enhancement factors (EF) as great as 10 6 . 34, 39, 41 This significant enhancement is due to the localization of the SP on the nanoparticle, resulting in a dramatically increased local electric field. This effect is further enhanced using nanoparticles with edges (e.g., nanorods) that are capable of focusing the charges (i.e., electric field) to specific locations on the nanoparticle via the "lightning rod" effect. 34, [42] [43] [44] In the 1990s, SERS enhancement factors as great as 10 14−15 were measured using colloidal aggregates of metallic nanoparticles, allowing for Raman scatter from individual molecules to be measured. [45] [46] [47] These extreme SERS signal EF arise from the interaction of the overlapping electric fields of adjacent nanoparticles that were excited parallel to the interparticle axis, generating greatly enhancing regions between the nanoparticles known as "hot spots." 30, 48 Unfortunately, the ability to reproducibly and controllably generate these localized "hot spots" has proven difficult, resulting in extremely irreproducible SERS enhancements from such aggregates. 49 For these reasons, many of the most recent advances in SERS sensing have revolved around nanoparticle fabrication methods focused on generating sharp intraparticle edges as well as methods of inducing organized aggregation of nanoparticles.
Ordered nanostructure arrays
To avoid the reproducibility issues associated with individual and random aggregates of SERS nanoparticles (e.g., colloidal 57 thereby providing a suitable surface for quantitative SERS analyses. In addition, each of these methods also provides a relatively simple means of controlling the optimal plasmon excitation wavelength for the array. 19, 58 In the case of EBL, the precise control of the size of lithographically produced nanostructures provides plasmon tunability, while the amount of metal evaporated and the size of the underlying nanostructures employed in metal island films, MeFON, and NSL allow for precise control of the optimal plasmon excitation wavelength. Recent advances in plasmonic arrays for SERS sensing (described in Sec. 2.2) have focused on improving the SERS enhancement factors achievable using shapes and materials (i.e., mixed metals), while retaining the precise control possible with these extended surface substrates.
Recent Advances in SERS Nanostructures for Sensing
The most significant recent advances in plasmonic nanostructures for SERS sensing over the past decade have revolved around: (i) the use of mixed materials for increased signal enhancement, sample compatibility, and/or recyclability; (ii) the optimization of fabrication methods for the synthesis of irregular-shaped nanoparticles; and (iii) the fabrication of organized arrays of nanoparticles. Section 2.2.1-2.2.3 highlights the most significant recent advances in plasmonic nanostructures for SERS sensing. Table 1 provides a summary of the properties of these new plasmonic SERS nanostructures as well as a comparison to comparable figures of merit from traditional SERS structures. From this table, the trends of structure size versus plasmon absorption maximum and material versus plasmon absorption maximum can easily be seen for many different architectures. In addition, the original references to these structures are also provided for rapid access to fabrication details.
Mixed materials
Due to the strong influence the physical properties of the metal within which the plasmon is supported and the immediate surrounding play on the magnitude and shape of the resulting electric field, many recent advances have been made using mixed material nanostructures for enhanced SERS sensing. Structures fabricated with multiple materials have been exploited to tune the plasmonic characteristics of the substrates to increase local electric field strengths or add functionality. These mixed material substrates include (i) dielectric materials coated with metals, [62] [63] [64] 70 (ii) metals coated with dielectrics, 53, [71] [72] [73] [74] (iii) semiconductors coated with metals, 75, 76 and (iv) multilayered metal structures separated by dielectrics. 57, [77] [78] [79] [80] One of the earliest and most prominent classes of these mixed material nanostructures for SERS sensing is known as core-shell nanoparticles, which consist of a dielectric core structure coated with a metallic shell [see Fig. 5(a) ]. Often consisting of a silica nanoparticle core and coated by metal via chemical reduction of metal salts, these nanoshell structures provide the ability to tune their LSPR absorption maxima by modifying the core/shell radii ratio. 17, 70, 81, 82 Unlike colloidal metal particles, these core-shell nanostructures allow for fabrication of nanoparticles for SERS applications that can be tuned for optimal excitation with various wavelengths without a concomitant change in particle size. Furthermore, the presence of the dielectric core helps localize the SP to the metal surface, resulting in larger electric fields and corresponding EF with respect to comparable metal nanoparticles. 62, 64 In addition to providing a controllable means of tuning the plasmon absorption wavelength and enhancing the electric field at the sensing surface, dielectric shells have also been used in SERS substrates to provide a protective layer for both the local environment being sensed as well as the metal surface itself. 53, [71] [72] [73] [74] Recently, shell isolated nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SHINERS) was developed, in which ultrathin layers of metal oxides (e.g., Al 2 O 3 , SiO 2 , MgO) are uniformly coated on underlying SERS nanoparticles via atomic layer deposition (ALD) and chemically to protect them from the often oxidizing environment of the sample. 73, 74 With many of the best SERS-enhancing metals (i.e., silver and copper) often suffering from rapid degradation in SERS enhancement due to oxidation of the plasmonsupporting metal surface, such metal oxide-coated nanoparticles have resulted in significantly increased usage times. By employing ultrathin coating methods with high conformity (e.g., ALD), the decrease in electric field strength at the sensing surface can be minimized, resulting in SERS enhancement factors not much lower than comparable uncoated nanoparticles. 53 In addition to protecting the surface from oxidation, such ultrathin surface coatings have also been demonstrated to reduce aggregation of particles by reducing interparticle surface interactions, resulting in isolated particles that can be used in applications where aggregates are not suitable.
Aside from employing mixtures of dielectric materials with metals, plasmonic nanostructures consisting of semiconductor materials coated with thin metallic layers have also been developed and demonstrated for SERS sensing. By fabricating plasmonic nanostructures with a TiO 2 or ZnO core and a thin metal coating, "self-cleaning" SERS nanostructures can be generated. 75, 76 In the case of these particular semiconductors, exposure to UV light results in the release of oxidizing electrons 76 that can travel through the thin conductive metallic shell, removing adsorbed materials and allow for regeneration of the SERS active surface. While such SERS nanoparticles address a common problem in SERS sensing (i.e., substrate reusability) and have demonstrated the capability of being reused multiple times, the thin metal surface is susceptible to flaking during the regeneration cycle and is not capable of removing tightly bound species, potentially limiting their applicability.
In addition to employing a single layer of dielectric material and a single layer of metal for SERS substrate fabrication, alternating layers of metal, dielectric, and metal have also been employed to provide significantly greater SERS enhancements (see Fig. 6 ). 57, [77] [78] [79] [80] Such multilayer geometries have been employed on silver island films 77 and MeFON surfaces, 57, 78, 79, 83 demonstrating the versatility of this enhancement mechanism. In particular, by applying this multilayer geometry to MeFON substrates, it is possible to further enhance the original SERS signal of these substrates by over two orders of magnitude. 79 These structures are fabricated by growing ultrathin metal-oxide spacers over an MeFON substrate and subsequently depositing another metallic film. 57, 84 The overall enhancement generated is dependent on the number of alternating layers of metal and dielectric employed and not the overall size. This means that by applying additional thinner layers, the SERS enhancement can be increased independent of the underlying structure, making it a viable means for further enhancing many different types of SERS substrates.
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Irregular shapes
In addition to improve SERS enhancement factors by altering the material composition of the plasmonic nanostructures, fabrication methods for generating structural motifs resulting in sharp predictable edges have also been greatly studied over the past decade. Recently, many studies have focused on simple fabrication methods for the realization of high aspect ratio structures that maximize the electric edge effect. Such nanostructures have been fabricated on planar platforms (i.e., aligned nanorods), 85, 66 on underlying high aspect ratio nanostructures (e.g., nanospheres, nanorods, and etched fiber bundles), 67, 86 and as individual nanoparticles in solution (i.e., nanostars). 43, 87, 60 In the case of planar substrates, one of the simplest fabrication methods involves physical vapor deposition of aligned nanorods [see Fig. 5(b) ] at extreme angles. 85, 66 These substrates are fabricated by depositing 200 to 500 nm of silver on glass slides that are rotated at angles greater than 75 deg from the horizontal position. 85 The resulting substrates end up with a series of high aspect ratio nanorods aligned at a 50 to 60 deg angle with respect to the slide. 85 Taking advantage of the lightning rod effect as well as the semiordered, aligned array, these nanostructures offer SERS enhancement factors as high as 5 × 10 8 , 66 with good reproducibility, all using a single-step fabrication process.
The use of sharp edges and high aspect ratio structures has also recently been applied to MeFON substrates. 67 One method recently developed for fabrication of such substrates results in the generation of immobilized silver nanorods assemblies (INRA) on polymeric spheres [see Fig. 5(c) ]. 67 In this method, silver is deposited via physical vapor deposition on polymer nanospheres while being rapidly spun (∼550 rpm). Based on the particular deposition conditions employed (i.e., sphere size and rotation rate), an array of aligned silver nanorods is created. By varying the size of the nanospheres used to make the underlying monolayer, the LSPR can be varied controllably to tune the SP absorption maximum. 67 Employing this method, silver substrates have been generated that can be tuned from 450 to 1100 nm (with nanospheres ranging in size from 320 and 790 nm) while having EF of 10 7 to 10 8 .
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Another recently developed plasmonic nanostructured array with sharp edges that have demonstrated significant SERS enhancement factors is fabricated by coating tapered and chemically etched fiber optic imaging bundles with metal via physical vapor deposition [see Fig. 5(d) ]. 86 Employing fiber optic imaging bundles, which are tapered with a micropipette puller and etched with hydrofluoric acid, an array of pyramidal shaped spikes is generated, with each metal-coated spike capable of focusing the electric field on its edges. Additionally, by varying the tapering parameters, the spacing between the individual pyramidal spikes can be altered precisely, controlling interspike electric field interactions. Using such pyramidal nanostructures, silver-coated versions of these substrates have been demonstrated to exhibit SERS enhancement factors as great as 10 9 . 79, 86 While fabrication of extended arrays of sharp-edged SERS substrates are useful for many applications, analysis of microscopic and nanoscopic environments (e.g., intracellular) via SERS requires much smaller SERS substrates that do not require aggregation to provide significant enhancement. Recently, sharp-edged, branched SERS nanoparticles known as nanostars [see Fig. 5 (e)] have been developed for such analyses. 87 The high anisotropy of these plasmonic nanostructures results in greatly enhanced electric fields in multiple spots on the star's surface due to the lightning rod effect. 43 Furthermore, the optimal plasmon absorption band of these structures is tunable by varying the core diameter to branch length ratio. 87 Employing this nanostar configuration, individual gold nanostars have been demonstrated to possess SERS enhancement factors as large as 4 × 10 5 , which is 2-fold larger than nonstarred silver nanoparticles, while conserving the stability and biocompatibility inherent to the gold. 60 
Organized structures
Since hot spots associated with nanogaps between two or more SERS active nanoparticles within a few nanometers of each other are known to generate the largest possible electric fields and corresponding SERS enhancements, the desire to fabricate nanogap arrays with ordered spacings has been a highly active area of research. By generating such ordered arrays, the potential for reproducible and sensitive quantitative SERS analyses exists. In addition to the development of patterned arrays (already described), there has also been a great deal of recent research into the development of isolated SERS active nanoparticle dimers 68, [88] [89] [90] [91] and target-triggered, ordered nanoparticle aggregates. 69, [92] [93] [94] [95] Such isolated dimers and ordered aggregates offer the potential of significantly enhanced SERS signals over individual particles or larger ordered arrays, with good reproducibility.
Several different methods have recently been developed for the fabrication of isolated SERS active dimers and organized aggregates. One such method includes asymmetrically functionalizing SERS nanoparticles with thiol linkers that are used to attach to a complementary nanoparticle forming the dimer [see Fig. 5(f) ]. 88, 89 Alternatively, isolated dimeric structures have also recently been fabricated, with a high degree of precision, by a process known as on-wire lithography [OWL; see Fig. 5(g) ]. In OWL, alternating layers of gold nanorods and sacrificial polymer are electrochemically grown to specific lengths in anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) templates. After dissolution of the AAO template, the gold polymer rod is coated with silicon dioxide, and the polymer layer is dissolved, creating a gold dimer of precise dimensions. 90 Because of the precise control over the size and spacing of the linked gold nanoparticles, the SP absorption wavelength can be readily tuned to the desired wavelength for a particular application and EF as great as 10 9 have been reported. 68 Another class of dimer/organized aggregate that has been refined over the past decade has been DNA and RNA origami-based structures [see Fig. 5(h) ]. 91 Unlike the previous dimer fabrication methods, the oligonucleotide-specific interactions associated with DNA and RNA allow for much more diverse and complicated structures to be formed. However, the complexity of forming such elegant and well-defined nanostructures is limited by the melting and binding conditions required for each different interaction. To provide plasmonic nanostructures, the oligonucleotides are functionalized with colloidal metal nanoparticles at specific locations, providing a means of coordinating the nanoparticles with precision limited only by the flexibility of the specific oligonucleotide sequences employed. 91 An alternative approach to controlled aggregation of SERS nanoparticles that have recently seen growth for SERS sensing applications has been analyte-induced or analyte-triggered nanoparticle aggregation-based systems [see Fig. 5(i)] . 92, [93] [94] [95] This sensing strategy was first developed as a colorimetric detection platform in which the analyteinduced aggregation resulted in a measurable color change, 96, 97 but has since been applied to solution-based oligonucleotide sensing applications via SERS. In the SERS-based version of this technique, two different batches of ssDNA and Raman reporter molecule-bound SERS nanoparticles are fabricated. 92 One batch of these nanoparticles contains an ssDNA sequence complementary to one half of the target/analyte oligonucleotide sequence, and the other batch contains an ssDNA sequence complementary to the other half of the analyte oligonucleotide. When these two batches of labeled nanoparticles are in the presence of the desired analyte sequence, controlled dimers are formed resulting in a greatly enhanced Raman signal from the reporter molecules on the nanoparticles' surface. 92 Similarly, aptamers have also recently been employed as the analyte-targeting sequence responsible for nanoparticle dimerization, allowing for this concept of analyte-induced aggregation to be expanded beyond DNA and RNA sensing applications to other target species such as proteins. 94 Even more recently, the possibility of using hydrodynamic forces to trap analyte molecules in a SERS active nanogap has been demonstrated. 69 In this work, SERS active nanostructures, known as nanofingers [see Fig. 5(j) ], trap the analyte of interest in a highly SERS active environment for detection. These nanofinger traps consist of an array of polymeric flexible nanorods whose extremities are coated with metal. 69 These nanofingers are exposed to a solution containing the analyte of interest and are then allowed to dry. As the sample dries, the rods bend due to the capillary forces experienced during evaporation and form aggregates around the few molecules left in the nanogap, providing a highly aggregated SERS substrate with large EF. 69 3 Surface Plasmon Resonance Sensing Another spectroscopic sensing technique that relies heavily on plasmonic materials and has seen significant advances with the introduction of enhanced plasmonic nanostructures is SPR sensing. SP resonance was first observed in 1968 using a prism in contact with a pair of quartz slides that had a 100-nm thick silver film deposited between them as the plasmonic material. 98 Since this initial observation and the development of the associated theory, 98 ,99 the field of SPR sensing has seen significant application to many fields due to its relatively noninvasive and localized probing of the sample. In short, SPR sensing is a technique that utilizes the evanescent field of an SP propagated across a metallic surface to detect changes in the dielectric constant of the sample directly in contact with the plasmonic material (or within a few nanometers). As this evanescent field interacts with the analyte, the resulting change in light intensity or shift in transmitted excitation light wavelength or angle is directly related to changes in the refractive index of the sample (see Fig. 7) . 100, 101 This change in transmitted light properties (i.e., intensity, wavelength, or angle) allows for the noninvasive detection of chemical or biochemical species of interest. In addition, by modifying the plasmonic surface with receptors, specific and sensitive SPR sensors can be fabricated.
Traditional Surface Plasmon Resonance Nanostructures
Despite the widespread applicability and universal detection capabilities of SPR, the somewhat bulky and inflexible grating-based [see Fig. 8(a) ] and prism-based [see Fig. 8(b) ] optical systems limited its application somewhat in the early years. However, with the advent of optical fibers in the 1980s and 1990s, the potential applicability of SPR to many new sample environments became apparent. For instance, biological environments that were previously unsuitable for SPR sensing due to size restrictions were now possible due to the flexibility and durability of the optical fibers. [102] [103] [104] The earliest of these fiber optic SPR sensors were fabricated by removing the cladding material from a portion of the optical fiber and depositing a thin film of metal directly on the core of the fiber in that area [see Fig. 8(c) ]. Once exposed to the sample, changes in the refractive index of the sample resulted in differences in the intensity of the light transmitted through the fiber. 105 Since the wavelength of optimal plasmon excitation (and thus evanescent excitation) in SPR is dependent on the physical properties of the metal employed as well as the amount and geometry of the metal, tapered optical fibers [see Fig. 8(d) ] with different amounts of metal have been investigated as early as the late 1990s for tuning the optimal excitation light, thereby increasing the SPR sensitivity. 106 Most recently, nanoscale alterations to plasmonic surfaces on which the evanescent wave is propagated and the introduction of plasmonic nanoparticles for enhanced sensitivity have significantly expanded the number of different types of SPR sensing platforms that exist, further increasing the potential applications for SPR. The next portion of the review will focus on recent advances to SPR sensing associated with these various nanostructured plasmonic geometries.
Recent Advances in Surface Plasmon
Resonance Nanostructures for Sensing
Recent advances in SPR sensing associated with plasmonic nanostructures have largely revolved around the introduction of nanostructured metallic surfaces for enhanced sensitivity and tunability of the SPR probes. This section discusses the most recent advances associated with the introduction of plasmonic nanostructures to SPR sensing platforms and their significance. Table 2 shows the influence of plasmonic nanostructure shape and size on SP energies and SPR sensitivity. This table allows for the comparison of the effect of metal nanostructure size and periodicity on the plasmon absorption behavior as well as SPR sensitivity. As can be seen from this table, trends described in the following sections (e.g., increasing particle size red shifting absorption maxima) are demonstrated and quantified (when possible). In addition, specific dimensions can be easily associated with optimal optical properties. One of the most recent advances in SPR sensing has been the introduction of nanostructured nanoparticle arrays on the sensing tips of fiber optic SPR probes. Introduction of plasmonic nanostructures onto SPR surfaces results in the introduction of LSPRs that can be easily tuned to provide significant increases in sensitivity, due to the ability to match the LSPR to the desired wavelength for a particular analysis. 109 In an early example of nanoparticle-coupled fiber optic SPR, an array of 85-nm diameter silver nanodots was fabricated on the tip of a fiber with a periodicity of 400 nm. Figure 8 (e) depicts an example of such a nanodot array. The resulting probe exhibited an LSPR of 656 nm that resulted in sensitivities capable of monitoring biological samples with pM limits of detection. 109 Coupling such nanostructured arrays on optical fibers in which Bragg diffraction gratings have been generated can further increase the applications of these sensitive SPR probes by allowing for the multiplexed detection of several different analytes simultaneously. 116 In addition to fiber-optic-based SPR sensing, introduction of arrays of plasmonic nanostructures to other SPR sensing platforms has also grown dramatically in recent years. Among the most commonly employed SPR platforms in which nanoparticle arrays have been introduced are SPR sensors that operate in the Kretschmann configuration (see Fig. 7 ). Using the Kretschmann configuration, the nanostructure arrays can either be fabricated on or within the metallic film (typically gold) used for SP propagation, allowing for coupling of the SP associated with the metallic film with the LSPR associated with the nanostructured array. Adapted from early SPR sensing platforms that employed gratings, one such example of nanostructures in metallic films is nanoslits or dual-sided nanoslits. 111, 117 Similar to the previous grating structures, multiple plasmons can be supported, with the nanostructure providing LSPRs from the ultraviolet to the NIR, while also exhibiting enhanced transmission. An alternative nanostructure to these nanoslits that have also recently been demonstrated to provide enhanced SPR due to strong LSPRs is nanohole arrays [see Fig. 8(e) ]. Using such nanohole arrays etched into a gold metallic film, it has been shown that the LSPR can be easily tuned through the visible and NIR region of the electromagnetic spectrum simply by altering the interhole separation distance. 110, 108 This tunability for a particular application of interest allows for dramatic increases in SPR sensitivity. 107, [118] [119] [120] Although the tunability of such nanoarrays in gold is limited to the NIR and longer wavelength region of the visible (i.e., ∼500 nm or greater), a variation of these nanoslit and nanohole arrays, known as nanotriangle arrays [see Fig. 8(f) ], 107 has demonstrated the ability to further expand the range of LSPR wavelengths achievable simply by altering the structure. This demonstrates the vast potential of various nanostructures for enhanced SPR sensing.
As has been previously described for SERS, not only does the size and material composition of the metallic nanostructure influence the LSPR wavelength, but so does the nanoparticle's shape. To demonstrate the significance that a nanoparticle's shape can have on SPR sensing (via the LSPR) as well as optimize the local electric field experienced at particular locations, Vogel et al. have employed stacked nanocrescent structures to allow for LSPR tuning through the NIR region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 113 These nanocrescent structures [see Fig. 8(g) ] are simply fabricated by angled deposition of metals via physical vapor deposition on ordered nanosphere arrays, in a fashion similar to that described previously for MeFON SERS substrate fabrication. 112, 113 After the nanocrescents have been fabricated, the underlying nanospheres are removed, leaving only the metallic nanocrescent behind. Using these metal nanocrescents as the plasmonic structure, it is possible to tune the LSPR simply by altering the width of the crescent as well as the contour angle. Furthermore, alignment of these crescents across the substrate allows for generation of a propagating SP as well as the LSPR at the crescent tips, 113 making such structures extremely sensitive and flexible for many SPR sensing applications.
Another recently developed method for providing easily tunable nanostructured arrays for SPR sensing is the use of nanoporous gold disks [see Fig. 8(h) ] that can be dealloyed to provide variations in pore size and shape, resulting in highly tunable shifts in the optimal SPR wavelength. 114, 115, 121 Using such nanoporous gold disks, it has been demonstrated that the significantly increased surface area associated with the nanostructured surfaces, along with the ability to attach various receptors, allows for greatly enhanced sensitivity over planar SPR sensing platforms. 121 In addition, since these disks have both a diameter as well as a depth associated with them, both longitudinal and transverse plasmon absorption bands exist, providing two potential plasmon absorption bands that can be tuned for a particular application. 121 An alternative means of introducing plasmonic nanoparticles to SPR sensing platforms that have recently been demonstrated to provide dramatically enhanced SPR sensitivities as well as reduced surface fouling has been the incorporation of metallic nanowires and nanoparticles in thin polymer coatings. 122 Using this fabrication method, the distance between the SP-propagating metal surface and the plasmonic nanoparticles can be controlled to allow for alteration of the SP and LSPR coupling. 122 As with the inclusion of metallic nanostructures with other previously described SPR sensing platforms, the separate controlled tunability of the LSPR and SP allows for extension of the spectral range over which such platforms can sensitively operate. Furthermore, immobilization of metallic nanowires in the polymer coating provides plasmonic nanostructures that can result in intense electric fields due to the lightning rod effect, as well as be aligned to provide coupling and corresponding increases in sensitivity due to LSPR tuning. 4 Metal-Enhanced Fluorescence MEF (also referred to as surface-enhanced fluorescence, plasmon-enhanced fluorescence, and radiative decay engineering) represents another plasmonically enhanced sensing technology that has seen significant advances in recent years due to the incorporation of plasmonic nanostructures. As with SERS, MEF was first described in the 1970s [123] [124] [125] and provides an increased emission of characteristic electromagnetic radiation from an analyte that is in proximity to a plasmonic nanostructured surface. 123, 125, [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] While the overall result of increased optical emission/scattering is the same for both SERS and MEF, the underlying phenomenon is very different for these two plasmonically enhanced sensing techniques.
MEF arises from a dipole interaction between a fluorophore and an LSP. As seen in Fig. 9 , incoming radiation interacts with both the metal surface and the fluorophore. This produces an enhanced luminescence that can be observed. This enhancement is primarily due to a dipole interaction of the fluorophore with the plasmonic nanostructured surface, providing a rapid energy transfer pathway from the fluorophore to the metal (and vice versa) and a subsequent radiative emission from both the metal and the fluorophore. 126, 127, 129 Because of the rapid energy transfer between the fluorophore to the plasmonic nanostructure, other nonradiative relaxation pathways are reduced, resulting in an overall increase in fluorescent emission. For this reason, MEF works best (i.e., greatest enhancement of luminescence) for fluorophores that typically exhibit low-quantum yields, whereas high-quantum yield fluorophores typically exhibit less enhancement. 131 Unlike SERS and SPR, in which the closer the analyte molecule is to the plasmonic surface the greater the signal, MEF requires that the fluorophore be located at an optimal distance away from the metal's surface, typically somewhere between 10 and 20 nm depending on the specific analyte and plasmonic nanostructure. 127, 129, 132, 133 At distances that are too short, the fluorescence of the analyte is quenched, and at distances too far, the dipole coupling between the fluorophore and the plasmonic nanoparticle is too weak to enhance the fluorescence. A schematic depicting why an optimal distance exists for MEF is shown in Fig. 10 , with the highest enhancement occurring at a specific distance due to the competing processes. Although the model data in Fig. 10 show a maximum enhancement at a distance of approximately 12 nm for this particular system, the exact position of the maximum MEF enhancement shifts slightly based on the specific plasmonic structure (electric field produced) as well as the fluorophore coupling to it. Once a fluorophore is within the optimal distance for an MEF interaction to occur, there must also be a spectral overlap between the plasmon absorption band of the nanoparticle and fluorescence excitation band of the fluorophore in order for efficient energy transfer to occur. [134] [135] [136] The resulting energy transfer between the fluorophore and the metal not only increases the intensity of the fluorescent light but also decreases the fluorescence lifetime of the analyte, thereby increasing its photostability. 126, 127, 129, 131, 137, 138 
Traditional Metal-Enhanced Fluorescence Nanostructures for Sensing
The first application of MEF for sensing involved the use of silver island films on glass slides, with very slight enhancements being realized. 139, 140 Since this time, MEF has experienced a strong growth in biosensing and bioimaging applications, 130, [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] with silver island films remaining the most commonly employed plasmonic nanostructures due to their ability to provide relatively short wavelength visible plasmon absorption bands for small island sizes. Additionally, colloidal silver and gold nanoparticles have also seen significant use over the years for particular applications, where free-floating nanostructures are required (e.g., cellular imaging), 148, [149] [150] [151] or in filter paper-based MEF substrates that can be used for rapid disposable sample analyses. 152 In addition to the traditional silver island films and colloidal nanoparticles used for MEF, several other plasmonic nanoparticles have also been developed over the past several decades to provide greater signal enhancements. Among the most notable of these are nanotriangle arrays or bowties 151, 153, 154 and silver fractals (fabricated via electrochemical growth). 155 In each of these cases, the resulting plasmonic nanostructures resulted in significantly greater MEF enhancements than silver island films for the particular fluorophores employed. 
Recent Advances in Metal-Enhanced Fluorescence Nanostructures for Sensing
Due to the need for strong spectral overlap between the fluorescence excitation band of the analyte and the plasmon absorption band of the metallic nanoparticle involved in MEF analyses, many of the advances in plasmonic nanostructures used for MEF sensing over the past 5 years have involved the development and application of nanostructures capable of extending the spectral range over which such analyses can be performed. Unlike SERS analyses, which can be performed at any wavelength, a plasmonic nanostructure can be tuned to the fluorescence excitation bands for fluorophores that occur at a specific wavelength ranging from the ultraviolet to the NIR. For this reason, many of the recent advances in MEF involve developing plasmonic nanostructures capable of having their plasmon absorption bands tuned over large spectral ranges through the use of various structures and mixed materials as well as providing optimal interaction distances between the fluorophore and nanoparticle. Although a great deal of recent research in the field of MEF has revolved around sensor development aspects such as integration of receptors with the MEFenhancing nanostructures for specificity, this section of the review will focus specifically on the recent advances in plasmonic nanostructures for MEF. A summary of the various MEF plasmonic nanostructures and their optical properties is provided in Table 3 . This table highlights the relationship and trends between material, size, and structure of the various MEF nanostructures and their optimal plasmon absorption wavelengths as well as sensitivities. These values were compiled from the literature and when not explicitly quantified, they were estimated from data in the papers. As can be easily seen from this table, a clear relationship between optimal LSPR and fluorophore excitation maximum exists for optimal enhancement. Furthermore, the various structures tabulated are referenced for easy access to detailed fabrication parameters.
Individual nanoparticle substrates
Core-shell nanoparticles have become increasingly employed in MEF over the past decade. Unlike core-shell nanoparticles employed for SERS analyses, however, the core and shell materials in MEF are often reversed, with the core being composed of a plasmonic metal and the outer shell corresponding to a dielectric material such as silicon dioxide. By fabricating core-shell nanoparticles in this fashion, the dielectric shell provides a built-in spacer for optimal positioning of the fluorophore, while the inner metallic core can be tuned via size to have an optimal plasmon absorption wavelength for the fluorophore of interest [see Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) ]. One of the more recent advances in the fabrication of such core-shell nanoparticles has been the development of a simplified one-pot synthesis method for the fabrication of silver/graphene core nanoparticles coated with a SiO 2 shell. 171 Using these nanoparticles and doping fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) into the shell, MEF enhancements of 3-fold were obtained despite the minimal overlap between the plasmon absorption band and the fluorescence excitation band, suggesting that such one-pot syntheses as these, once optimized, can provide a simple and rapid fabrication method for highly sensitive MEF probes.
Another recent advance in core-shell nanoparticle structures for MEF has been in the fabrication of silver nanoparticle cores surrounded by polyelectrolyte shells. 172 Unlike conventional solid-shell materials used to fabricate core-shell nanoparticles, the polyelectrolytes provide a tunable film that can be easily manipulated to tune the optimal fluorophore nanoparticle distance for the particular fluorophore-nanoparticle combination employed. Using these polyelectrolyte shells surrounding silver nanoparticle cores, some of the largest MEF enhancements to date have been measured (i.e., 3.7-to 6.2-fold), offering a potentially widely applicable new plasmonic nanostructure for numerous MEF applications.
In addition to chemical sensing applications, MEF has also become a significant tool for bioimaging applications. To avoid complications associated with autofluorescence backgrounds resulting from ultraviolet and visible excitation of biological samples, it is often desirable to perform MEF bioimaging in the NIR region of the spectrum. To this end, Cheng et al. have developed MEF core-shell nanoparticles that consist of a gold core surrounded by a silicon dioxide shell doped with AgS. 173 Due to the strong coupling of the Au cores to the AgS, the resulting MEF enhancement factor was found to be as large as 28-fold, providing an extremely enhanced signal with NIR emission ideal for tissue imaging.
As with SERS, the use of nanorod-based plasmonic nanostructures for MEF has seen a significant increase in the past 5 years due to their ability to exhibit two different independent plasmon absorption bands associated with the transverse and longitudinal plasmons supported on the surface. 168, 170, 174 Using such structures, and the two distinct plasmon absorption bands simultaneously supported by them, multiplexed analyses can be performed. In one such example, simultaneous SERS and MEF detection using a single nanorod was demonstrated, with the longer wavelength longitudinal mode providing the SERS enhancement and the shorter wavelength transverse mode enhancing the MEF. 169 Furthermore, core-shell-type structures of mesoporous SiO 2 around gold nanorods have also recently been produced, demonstrating the distance tunability associated with the fluorophore nanoparticle distance as well as the spectral tunability of the nanorod plasmon absorption. 174, 167 
Ordered nanostructures and patterned arrays
Another category of MEF plasmonic nanostructures that have seen a significant growth over the past 5 to 10 years has been the development and application of ordered (or patterned) arrays of nanostructures. The uniformity and regular pattern of such structures offers many advantages, including the ability to perform multiplexed analyses, as well as improved reproducibility and sensitivity in some cases. One such class of plasmonic nanostructured arrays that have recently been employed is periodic gratings and gratinglike structures. 175 In these structures, the lines etched into the metal surface provide the controlled nanostructure and allow for a large range of plasmon resonances to be generated. This large range in turn results in a single MEF platform capable of being applied to a large number of different fluorophores. to MEF sensing. Due to the inherent sensitivity of fluorescence spectroscopy as well as the further enhancement capabilities of MEF, MEF has seen significant interest for single-molecule sensing applications. Employing nanoapertures as the plasmonically active nanostructure for such studies, not only provides a tunable plasmon absorption, dependent on the size of the aperture, but also a directionality to the resulting fluorescence emission determined by the conical angle of the aperture. This has recently been demonstrated to remove the need for high numerical aperture objectives in experimental systems for single-molecule detection via MEF. 159, 158 Unfortunately, the directionality of the signal comes at the cost of reduced signal due to transmission through the aperture as well as restricting the optical geometry of the measurement system by making it a transmission geometry. More recently, an alternative plasmonic nanostructure with a related design, known as an "antenna in a box" [see Fig. 11(c) ], has been developed for singlemolecule MEF measurements via a backscatter geometry. These nanostructures are created by milling a rectangular well into a gold film and inside of the approximately 250-nm long box, leaving two semispherical gold nanoparticles to act as a dimer pair. The resulting intense electric field generated at the hot spot between the two nanospheres results in large MEF enhancement factors and the surrounding box provides an efficient reflector for backscatter collection of the signal. 160, 156 By changing the nominal diameter of the nanosphere dimer particles, the optimal plasmon absorption wavelength can be easily changed to match a particular fluorophore. Arraying such a nanoantenna in boxes across a substrate can allow for rapid multiplexed analyses of many samples with single-molecule detection sensitivities. 160, 156 Another form of nanohole/nanopore array [see Fig. 11(d) ] that has recently been employed for MEF sensing applications involves the use of AAO arrays, in which nanoholes bored in the AAO material provide the nanostructured surface for plasmon oscillation as well as pores for potential incorporation into microfluidic devices. 176, 164 By using aluminum as the plasmonic material, it is possible to directly generate SPs in the AAO that exhibits much shorter wavelength plasmon absorption bands than other commonly employed metals. In addition, the low cost of the materials as compared to coinage metal-based MEF substrates potentially allows for disposable MEF sensing platforms that are capable of exciting fluorophores with absorption bands in the difficult-to-access blue to UV region of the electromagnetic spectrum. Furthermore, due to the distance-dependence of MEF, the native oxide layer that dramatically reduces the usefulness of aluminum substrates for SERS and SPR analyses does not significantly degrade the MEF enhancement factors. Using these same inexpensive AAO surfaces, and filling the pores with various other metals to generate metallic nanowells instead of the pores, several different groups have been able to shift the optimal plasmon absorption band from the UV through the NIR. For instance, by generating silver nanowells through physical vapor deposition of silver on the underlying AAO nanopore structures, MEF substrates with significantly red-shifted (i.e., NIR absorbing) plasmons have been demonstrated, 165 while incorporation of platinum can support short wavelength plasmon resonances while also providing additional stability to the structure. 177 Patterned deposition processes such as NSL and related variations have also been successfully used recently to generate highly enhancing ordered arrays capable of focusing the electric field from the SP to particular "hot spots." One recent example of nanosphere lithographically produced MEF nanostructures has been coined "bowties" (similar to nanotriangles in SPR) and was recently demonstrated by Kinkhabwala et al. to provide a highly focused electric field at the location between the tips of adjacent triangles and correspondingly large MEF enhancement factors. 178 In another example, Xie et al. 161 generated a patterned array of silver nanoparticles via NSL that was capable of significantly enhancing the luminescent emission from high-quantum yield quantum dots due to the intense field at the focused "hot spot." Using these focused bowtie nanostructures, the ability to perform multiplexed analyses has also been demonstrated recently simply by altering the dimensions of the individual triangles in the bowtie structure to make them asymmetric, 179 with the length of the triangles defining the LSPR. This asymmetry allows for the simultaneous support of two plasmons of different energies while retaining the sharp edges of the individual triangles for electric field focusing. Although the magnitude of the electric field in between the two triangles is no longer as strong as it is with symmetric triangles, the MEF enhancement factors for such asymmetric bowties are still large enough for many applications.
In addition to the templated deposition of metallic nanostructures onto planar surfaces such as NSL, plasmonic arrays for MEF sensing have also been generated by vapordepositing plasmonic metals on various types of underlying nanostructures. In addition to the previously discussed nanowell arrays generated by depositing metal films on AAO nanopore arrays, many other nanostructured surfaces have been employed with various metals to provide specific advantages for particular MEF analyses. These advantages range from increasing the biocompatibility of the surface by employing less toxic metals, such as gold, for contact with the sample to providing unique structural designs for enhanced sensitivity, surface area, or plasmon tunability. Although it does not represent a specific MEF-enhancing nanostructure, one recent significant advance in plasmonic structures for MEF sensing has involved the demonstration of an inexpensive one-step galvano approach to depositing thin gold films on contiguous underlying silver sheets or structures. 180 The significance of this work lies in the fact that many traditional silver MEF nanostructured architectures that have exhibited significant MEF enhancement factors can easily be overcoated with conforming thin layers of gold without disturbing the structural features responsible for their MEF enhancements.
While many different MeFON plasmonic nanostructures have been developed for various plasmonically enhanced sensing techniques over the past two decades (many of which have been discussed previously in this review), one particular array structure that was recently developed and has demonstrated significant enhancements for both MEF as well as SERS is known as black silver nanocone arrays. 162 Unlike many other MeFON substrates whose periodicity or nanostructure strongly supports a single or group of plasmon resonances, these black silver arrays take advantage of the extreme broadband absorption provided by silicon nanorod arrays on a planar surface. By coating these underlying irregular silica nanorod arrays with silver, plasmonic surfaces with little to no reflectance are generated, resulting in a plasmonic surface capable of being excited with almost any wavelength light across the visible and NIR spectrum. This intense broadband absorption by the plasmonic nanostructures not only provides the potential for generation of greater magnitude SPs (which result in greater EF) but also provides spectral overlap with a wide variety of fluorophores, making it a universal MEF substrate. Furthermore, the fabrication process for these black silver surfaces is highly scalable.
Another recently developed class of plasmonic array that shows a great deal of promise for MEF sensing applications is wrinkled arrays [see Fig. 11(e) ]. 181 These highly enhancing MEF arrays are randomly oriented extended surfaces composed of two dissimilar metals (e.g., nickel and gold) that are shaped through repeated heating and cooling cycles. 182 Due to the different thermal expansion coefficients of the materials, the repeated heating and cooling generate a disordered, wrinkled surface with large areas of intense electric fields following plasmon generation. Using these wrinkled substrates, MEF enhancements as great as 120-fold have been reported. 181 Although the exact mechanism for these extreme enhancements is still unknown, it has been shown that the enhancements are uniform across the surface and not associated with particular "hot spots," suggesting that large areas can be probed with uniform signal enhancement. 181, 182 Furthermore, the fabrication technique is inexpensive, manufacturable, and scalable, making these plasmonic nanostructured surfaces a promising platform for MEF sensing.
Environmentally responsive metal-enhanced fluorescence plasmonic nanostructures
A recent variation on the wrinkled array theme for MEF substrates has been the generation of MEF structures that vary in enhancement factor depending on local environmental conditions. While many different types have been developed over the past decade, [183] [184] [185] they generally function based on the same principle. Typically plasmonic nanostructures (e.g., colloidal nanoparticles and core-shell particles) are embedded in a thermally responsive polymer 183, 184 or gel. 185 As the temperature changes, thermal contraction or expansion (associated with cooling and heating) alters the distance between the isolated metallic nanoparticles and the fluorophore, dramatically altering the MEF enhancement factor. To provide temperature-sensitive tunability to these MEF sensing platforms, various combinations of copolymers can be employed. 183 
Conclusions
Although the concept of SPs has been theorized since the middle of the last century, recent advances in both theory and experimental design of plasmonic materials for various chemical sensing platforms have resulted in an explosion of knowledge over the past two decades. Advances in both understanding of plasmonic behavior at interfaces and as well as the ability to predictably manipulate the associated electric fields of these plasmons has resulted in entirely new paradigms for chemical sensing. With the significant efforts being put forth in the overlapping areas of SERS, SPR, and MEF sensing as well as the related fields of plasmonic energy harvesting and plasmonic device development, the potential for even greater advances in plasmonics over the coming years is promising.
